ADALYA ELITE LARA
Lara

Descriere ADALYA ELITE LARA 5*, Lara
Facilities
A lobby and a reception are available to guests. Most of the storeys can be reached by lift. Services and facilities at the
hotel include a restaurant, a bar, a laundry service, a hairdresser, a conference room and a theatre hall. Wireless
internet access in public areas (no extra charge) allows travellers to stay connected. Various shops are available,
including a supermarket. The grounds of the hotel feature a playground and an attractive garden. Those arriving in
their own vehicles can leave them in the car park of the accommodation.
Rooms
Each of the rooms is appointed with air conditioning and a living room. A balcony is included as standard in most
rooms, offering additional space for relaxation. Most of the accommodation units offer a side-on sea view. A double bed
ensures a good night's sleep. Separate bedrooms are also available. Cots and extra beds are available. Amenities in all
rooms include a safe and a minibar. Guests will also find a tea/coffee station included as standard. A telephone and a
TV add to the comfort of the holiday. Amenities in the bathrooms include a shower. A hairdryer and a vanity mirror are
provided for everyday use. Special family rooms are available for families with children.
Sports/Entertainment
A refreshing dip in the indoor or outdoor pool is an enjoyable way to cool down on hot days. A waterslide offers fun for
all ages. A terrace, sun loungers and parasols are available. The hot tub is the perfect place to relax. There is also a
poolside snack bar. Tennis and beach volleyball are available to active guests. Water sports enthusiasts can enjoy jet
skiing, banana boat rides and canoeing. The establishment offers numerous indoor sporting opportunities, with
activities such as a gym, table tennis, darts and bowling, or for a fee, billiards. A spa, a sauna, a steam bath, a
hammam and massage treatments are among the wellness options offered. For an additional fee, a beauty salon is
also available. Other options and services include live music, a disco, a kids' club, a kids' disco and a nightclub.
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Meals
All-inclusive is bookable. Guests can choose to book options such as breakfast, lunch or dinner. The hotel also offers
snacks. Alcohol-free drinks and alcoholic beverages are offered.
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